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INTEGRABLE REPRESENTATIONS OF
AFFINE Apm,nq AND Cpmq SUPERALGEBRAS
YUEZHU WU AND R. B. ZHANG
ABSTRACT. Rao and Zhao classified the irreducible integrable modules with finite di-
mensional weight spaces for the untwisted affine superalgebras which are not ˆApm,nq
(m ‰ n) or ˆCpmq. Here we treat the latter affine superalgebras to complete the classi-
fication. The problem boils down to classifying the irreducible zero-level integrable
modules with finite dimensional weight spaces for these affine superalgebras, which
is solved in this paper. We note in particular that such modules for ˆApm,nq (m ‰ n)
and ˆCpmq must be of highest weight type, but are not necessarily loop modules. This
is in sharp contrast to the cases of ordinary affine algebras and the other types of affine
superalgebras.
Key words: integrable modules; highest weight modules; evaluation modules, loop
modules.
1. INTRODUCTION
A finite dimensional simple Lie superalgebra g over the field C of complex numbers
is called basic classical [4] if its even subalgebra g
¯0 is reductive and g carries an even
non-degenerate supersymmetric invariant bilinear form p¨ | ¨q. The full list of such sim-
ple Lie superalgebras can be found in [4]. Fix a simple basic classical Lie superalgebra
g and let L “ Crt, t´1s be the algebra of Laurent polynomials in the indeterminate t.
The untwisted affine superalgebra G associated to g [3] is
G “ gbL‘Cc‘Cd
with the commutation relations defined as follows. For any X P g and m PZ, we denote
Xpmq “ X b tm. Then for all a,b P g and m,n P Z,
rc,Gs “ 0, rd,apmqs “ mapmq,
rapmq,bpnqs “ ra,bspm`nq` cmpa |bqδm`n,0.
We shall also denote the affine superalgebra G by gˆ following the convention of [5].
Note that the even subalgebra of G is G
¯0 “ g¯0 b L‘Cc‘Cd, which is the affine
algebra of g
¯0.
Let H “ h‘Cc‘Cd, where h is a Cartan subalgebra of g. If V is a Z2-graded
G-module, we denote by Vλ the weight space of V with weight λ P H˚. The module
is called integrable if (i) V “ ‘λPH˚Vλ and (ii) when restricted to a G¯0-module, V is
integrable in the usual sense (see [1] and [5, §3.6]).
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The irreducible integrable modules with finite dimensional weight spaces for affine
algebras associated with finite dimensional simple Lie algebras were classified by
Chari [1], who proved that such modules comprise of irreducible integrable highest
weight modules, irreducible integrable lowest weight modules and loop modules. The
irreducible integrable modules for affine superalgebras were investigated systemati-
cally by S. Rao and K. Zhao and others (see [12] and references therein).
Let V be an irreducible integrable module for G with finite dimensional weight
spaces. Since c is also the central extension of G
¯0, it is known [5] that c must act on V
by an integer, which is called the level of V . It has long been known [3, 6] that the affine
superalgebras ˆApm,nq (m ě 1, n ě 1), ˆBpm,nq (m ě 1,n ě 1), ˆDpm,nq (m ě 2,n ě 1q,
ˆDp2,1,αq, ˆFp4q and ˆGp3q do not admit any integrable modules of nonzero level. In the
cases when G is ˆAp0,nq(ně 1), ˆBp0,nq (ně 1) and ˆCpmq (mě 3), if the level is a posi-
tive (resp. negative) integer, then by results of [12], V is a highest (resp. lowest) weight
module with respect to the Borel subalgebra b‘gb tCrts‘Cc‘Cd of G, where b is
a Borel subalgeba of g. Therefore, the classification of irreducible integrable modules
reduces to the classification of those of zero-level.
It is proved in [12] that any irreducible zero-level integrable module with finite di-
mensional weight spaces for the affine superalgebra G is an loop module provided that
G is not ˆApm,nq (m‰ n) or ˆCpmq. The method used to prove this in [12] is an adaption
to the affine superalgebra context of the method developed by Chari [1] for ordinary
(i.e., non-super) affine algebras. Semi-simplicity of g
¯0 was used in a crucial way in
proving that irreducible integrable G-modules were of highest weight type. This con-
dition is not met in the cases of Apm,nq (m ‰ n) and Cpmq. This is a main reason why
the method of [12] failed to produce a complete classification.
The aim of this paper is to complete the classification of irreducible integrable mod-
ules for untwisted affine superalgebras started by Rao and Zhao by treating the affine
superalgebras ˆApm,nq (m ‰ n) and ˆCpmq. This is achieved in Theorem 5.1. The irre-
ducible zero-level integrable modules with finite dimensional weight spaces for ˆApm,nq
(m‰ n) and ˆCpmq are all highest weight modules with respect to the triangular decom-
position (2.1) (see Theorem 3.3), but in sharp contrast to Theorem 2.7 for ordinary
affine algebras and the other types of affine superalgebras, such modules are not nec-
essarily loop modules. The necessary and sufficient conditions for a simple highest
weight module to be a loop module is given in Lemma 4.4 and Remark 5.2.
Let us briefly describe the content of this paper. In Section 2 we recall the construc-
tion of loop modules for affine superalgebras. In Section 3 we prove that any irre-
ducible zero-level integrable module with finite dimensional weight spaces for ˆApm,nq
(m ‰ n) and ˆCpmq must be a highest weight module. The result is given in Theorem
3.3. In Section 4 we construct irreducible integrable modules (see Definition 4.5) for
these affine superalgebras, which include the irreducible loop modules as a special
case. In the last section we prove the main result of this paper, that is, Theorem 5.1,
which states that any irreducible zero-level integrable module with finite dimensional
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weight spaces for ˆApm,nq (m ‰ n) and ˆCpmq is one of the modules given in Definition
4.5.
We point out that the method used in this paper to classify irreducible integrable
modules is very much inspired by the work [11] of Rao on finite dimensional modules
for multi-loop superalgebras. It is very different from that of [12]. As far as we are
aware, the method of [12] has not been improved to deal with ˆApm,nq (m ‰ n) and
ˆCpmq.
2. LOOP MODULES
We recall results from [12, 10] on irreducible integral modules for affine superalge-
bras, which will be needed later.
2.1. Highest weight modules. Given a simple basic classical Lie superalgebra g, we
let g “ n´‘ h‘ n` be the triangular decomposition with b “ n`‘ h being a distin-
guished Borel subalgebra and h a Cartan subalgebra.
Denote Lpgq “ gbL and Lphq “ hbL with L “ Crt, t´1s. Let
G˘ “ n˘bL, T0 “ Lphq‘Cc, T “ T0‘Cd.
The affine superalgebra G“ Lpgq‘Cc‘Cd associated with g contains the subalgebra
G1 “ Lpgq‘Cc. We have the following triangular decompositions for G and G1:
(2.1) G “ G´‘T ‘G`, G1 “ G´‘T0‘G`.
We shall deal only with elements λ P H˚ such that λpcq “ 0, i.e., λ P ph‘Cdq˚. A
module V of G (resp. G1) is called a highest weight module if there exists a weight
vector v PV with respect to h‘Cc‘Cd (resp. h‘Cc) such that (1) UpGqv“V (resp.
UpG1qv “ V ), (2) G`v “ 0, and (3) UpT qv (resp. UpT0qv) is an irreducible T -module
(resp. T0-module). The vector v is called a highest weight vector of V .
Let ϕ˜ : UpT0q Ñ L be a Z-graded algebra homomorphism such that ϕ˜pcq “ 0 and
ϕ˜|h P h˚. Then for any given b P C, we can turn L into a T -module via ϕ˜ defined for
all f P L by
d f “
ˆ
t
d
dt `b
˙
f , c f “ 0, hpmq f “ ϕ˜phpmqq f , hpmq P Lphq.(2.2)
We write ϕ “ pϕ˜,bq and denote by Lϕ the image of ϕ˜ regarded as a Z-graded T -
submodule. It was shown in [1, §3] that if Lϕ is a simple T -module, it must be L0 :“C
or a Laurent subring Lr :“ Crtr, t´rs for some integer r ą 0.
Assume that Lϕ is a simple T -module. We extend Lϕ to a module over B :“G`‘T
with G` acting trivially, and construct the induced G-module
Mpϕq “ UpGqbUpBq Lϕ.(2.3)
This has a unique irreducible quotient, which we denote by ˆV pϕq. Then every irre-
ducible highest weight G-module is isomorphic to some ˆV pϕq.
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Remark 2.1. Let Ca denote the 1-dimensional G-module with G1 acting trivially and
d acting by multiplication by a P C, then ˆV pϕ˜,b`aq – ˆV pϕ˜,bqbCCa.
Define the evaluation map S : LÑC, t ÞÑ 1 and set ψ“ S˝ ϕ˜ : UpT0qÑC. Let UpT0q
act on the one dimensional vector space Cψ “C by ψ. We extend Cψ to a module over
B1 :“ G`‘T0 by letting G` act trivially. Construct the induced G1-module
Mpψq “ UpG1qbUpB1qCψ,
which also has a unique simple quotient V pψq.
Form the vector space V pψq b L and denote wpsq “ wb ts for any w P V pψq and
s P Z. We now turn V pψqbL into a G-module by defining the action
cwpsq “ 0, dwpsq “ ps`bqwpsq,
xpmqwpsq “ pxpmqwqps`mq, xpmq P Lpgq.
(2.4)
The following results due to Rao and Zhao [12, 10] will be important later. In
[12, 10] only the b “ 0 case was stated, which implies the general case.
Theorem 2.2. [12, 10] Let ϕ and ψ be as above. Assume that Lϕ – Lr is an irreducible
T -module. Let v be a highest weight vector of V pψq and denote vpiq “ vb t i for any
i P Z. Then
(1) V pψqbL – ‘r´1i“0 UpGqvpiq as G-modules, where UpGqvpiq are irreducible G-
submodules. Furthermore, UpGqvp0q – ˆV pϕq.
(2) ˆV pϕq has finite dimensional weight spaces with respect to h‘Cd if and only if
V pψq has finite dimensional weight spaces with respect to h.
(3) V pψq has finite dimensional weight spaces if and only if ψ factors through
hbL{I for some co-finite ideal I of L. In this case pgb IqVpψq “ 0.
We note that UpGqvpiq –V pϕ˜,b` iq. In the case r “ 0, the formula in part (1) of the
theorem should be understood as V pψqbL –‘iPZUpGqvpiq.
Remark 2.3. Similar arguments as those in [12, 10] can show that Theorem 2.2 still
holds when g is a semi-simple Lie algebra.
Remark 2.4. The co-finite ideal I can be chosen to be generated by a polynomial Pptq
(see [10]). By multiplying it by tm pm P Zq, we can also assume that Pptq has non-zero
roots.
2.2. Loop modules. Now we recall the construction of loop modules. Denote by
V pλq the irreducible highest weight g-module with highest weight λ P h˚. Let K be a
positive integer, and fix a K-tuple a “ pa1, . . . ,aKq of complex numbers, which are all
distinct and non-zero. Define a Lie superalgebra homomorphism
ζ : Lpgq Ñ gK “ g‘¨¨ ¨‘gloooomoooon
K
, ζpxb tmq “ pam1 x, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,amKxq,(2.5)
for all x P g and m P Z. Then ζ is surjective under the given conditions for a.
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Remark 2.5. Let I be the ideal of L generated by Pptq “
Kś
i“1
pt´ aiq. It was shown in
[10] that kerζ “ gb I and gbL{I – gK .
Given irreducible g-modules V pλ1q, . . . ,V pλKqwith integral dominant highest weights
λ1, . . . ,λK respectively, we let
V pλ,aq “V pλ1qbV pλ2qb ¨ ¨ ¨bV pλKq,(2.6)
where λ “ pλ1, . . . ,λKq. Then V pλ,aq is an irreducible highest weight Lpgq-module
via ζ, where irreducibility follows from the surjectivity of ζ. Such modules are called
evaluation modules for Lpgq.
Let vi be a highest weight vector of V pλiq for each i. Then v :“ v1b v2b¨¨ ¨b vK is
a highest weight vector of V pλ,aq satisfying
phb tmqv “
Kÿ
j“1
amj λ jphqv, @h P h.(2.7)
Define an algebra homomorphism ψ : UpT0q Ñ C by ψpcq “ 0 and
ψphb tmq “
Kÿ
j“1
amj λ jphq, @h P h, m P Z.
Then it follows from (2.7) that V pψq –V pλ,aq since V pψq is determined by ψ.
Introduce the Z-graded algebra homomorphism ϕ˜ : UpT0q Ñ L defined by
ϕ˜pcq “ 0, ϕ˜phb tmq “
Kÿ
j“1
amj λ jphqtm, @h P h, m P Z.(2.8)
Then impϕ˜q is a simple T -module via (2.2) for any fixed b P C, and there exists an
integer r ě 0 such that impϕ˜q “ Lr by [2]. [Note that r “ 0 if and only if λi “ 0 for
all i.] It follows from Theorem 2.2 that V pλ,aqbL “ ‘r´1i“0 ˆVipλ,aq, where ˆVipλ,aq :“
UpGqpvb t iq. Note in particular that ˆV0pλ,aq “ ˆV pϕq with ϕ “ pϕ˜,bq.
Definition 2.6. Call the G-modules ˆVipλ,aq simple loop modules.
If r “ 1, then ˆV pλ,aqbL is simple. When r ą 1, assuming λi ‰ 0 for all i, we have
K “ rS for some positive integer S, and there exists a permutation σ such that σpλq “
pλσp1q,λσp2q, . . . ,λσpKqq and σpaq “ paσp1q,aσp2q, . . . ,aσpKqq are respectively given by
σpλq “ pµ1,µ1, . . . ,µ1loooooomoooooon
r
,µ2,µ2, . . . ,µ2loooooomoooooon
r
, . . . ,µS,µS, . . . ,µSloooooomoooooon
r
q,
σpaq “ pb1,ωb1, . . . ,ωr´1b1,b2,ωb2 . . . ,ωr´1b2, . . . ,bS,ωbS, . . . ,ωr´1bSq,
where ω “ exp
´
2pi
?´1
r
¯
, and b1, . . . ,bS P C˚ such that bi{b j is not a power of ω if
i ‰ j. The ideal IEL in Theorem 2.2(3) associated with V pψq “V pλ,aq is generated
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by the polynomial
śS
s“1
śr´1
i“0 pt´ω
ibsq “
śS
s“1pt
r´brsq. It immediately follows from
the obvious fact
řr´1
i“0 ω
i “ 0 that ψphb tmq “ 0 in this case and hence ϕphb tmq “ 0
unless r|m. The loop modules ˆVipλ,aq when r ą 1 can be explicitly described as in [2,
§4], but their detailed structure will not play any significant role in the remainder of
the present paper.
We have the following result.
Theorem 2.7. [1, 2, 12] Suppose g is a simple Lie algebra or is a basic classical Lie
superalgebra not of type Apm,nq (m ‰ n) or Cpmq. Then any irreducible zero-level
integrable module for the associated affine (super)algebra G with finite dimensional
weight spaces is a simple loop module.
The proof of the theorem was given in [1, 2] when g is a simple Lie algebra, and in
[12] when g is a basic classical Lie superalgebra.
Remark 2.8. Similar arguments as those in [1, 2, 12] can show that Theorem 2.7 still
holds for semi-simple Lie algebras.
In the remainder of the paper, we classify the irreducible zero-level integrable mod-
ules with finite dimensional weight spaces for the affine superalgebras ˆApm,nq (m‰ n)
and ˆCpmq. This requires algebraic methods quite different from those used in [1, 2]
and [12].
3. HIGHEST WEIGHT MODULES FOR ˆApm,nq AND ˆCpmq
We will show in this section that irreducible zero-level integrable modules with fi-
nite dimensional weight spaces for the affine superalgebras ˆApm,nq (m ‰ n) and ˆCpmq
must be highest weight modules with respect to the triangular decomposition (2.1), see
Theorem 3.3 for the precise statement.
Detailed structures of the underlying finite dimensional simple Lie superalgebras
Apm,nq and Cpmq will be required, which we describe below.
3.1. Lie superalgebras slpm,nq and Cpmq. Recall that Apm,nq is slpm` 1,n` 1q if
m‰ n, and is slpn`1|n`1q{CI2n`2 if m“ n. Also Cpmq “ ospp2|2m´2q. To simplify
notation, we consider slpm,nq instead of Apm,nq in this section.
3.1.1. The Lie superalgebra slpm,nq. Let V “ V
¯0 ‘V¯1 be a Z2-graded vector space
with dimV
¯0 “ m and dimV¯1 “ n. Then the space of C-linear endomorphisms EndpV q
on V is also Z2-graded, EndpV q “ pEndpV qq¯0‘pEndpV qq¯1, with
pEndpV qq j “ t f P EndpV q| f pVkq ĂVk` j for all k P Z2u.
The general linear Lie superalgebra glpm,nq is EndpV q endowed with the following
Lie super bracket
r f ,gs “ f ¨g´p´1qi j f ¨g, f P pEndpV qqi, g P pEndpV qq j.
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By fixing bases for V
¯0 and V¯1 we can write X P EndpV q as X “
ˆ
A B
C D
˙
, where A is an
mˆm matrix, B is an mˆn matrix, C is an nˆm matrix and D is an nˆn matrix. Thenˆ
A 0
0 D
˙
is even and
ˆ
0 B
C 0
˙
is odd. Denote by Eab the pm`nqˆpm`nq-matrix unit,
which has zero entries everywhere except at the pa,bq position where the entry is 1.
Then glpm,nq has the homogeneous basis tEab |1ď a,bďm`nuwith Eab being even if
1ď a,bďm, or m`1ď a,bďm`n, and odd otherwise. Let εa (a“ 1,2, . . . ,m`n) be
elements in the dual space of ˜h :“
řm`n
a“1 CEaa such that εapEbbq “ δab. There exists a
non-degenerate bilinear form p¨, ¨q : ˜h˚ˆ ˜h˚ ÞÑC such that pεa,εbq “ p´1qrasδab where
ras “ 0 if a ď m and 1 if a ą m.
The special linear Lie superalgebra slpm,nq is the Lie sub-superalgebra of glpm,nq
consisting of elements X P glpm,nq such that strX “ 0, where the supertrace is defined
for any X “
ˆ
A B
C D
˙
by strX “ trA´ trD. It is well known that g“ slpm,nq is simple
if m ‰ n. However, if m “ n, the identity matrix belongs to g, which clearly spans an
ideal.
Let g0 “
"ˆ
A 0
0 D
˙*
, g`1 “
"ˆ
0 B
0 0
˙*
and g´1 “
"ˆ
0 0
C 0
˙*
. Then g
¯0 “ g0
and g
¯1 “ g´1‘ g`1. Note that g0 is reductive and g0 – slpmq‘Cz‘ slpnq, where Cz
is the center of g0. Also, g admits a Z-grading g“ g´1‘g0‘g`1 with g˘1 satisfying
rg`1,g`1s “ 0 “ rg´1,g´1s.
Let h be the standard Cartan subalgebra consisting of the diagonal matrices in g.
Denote δ j “ εm` j for 1ď j ď n. The sets of the positive even roots, positive odd roots
and simple roots are respectively given by
∆`
¯0 “ tεi´ ε j, δk´δl|1 ď i ă j ď m, 1 ď k ă l ď nu,
∆`
¯1 “ tεi´δ j|1 ď i ď m, 1 ď j ď nu,
Π “ tε1´ ε2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,εm´1´ εm,εm´δ1,δ1´δ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,δn´1´δnu,
where Π forms a basis of h˚. Set ∆` “ ∆`
¯0
Ť
∆`
¯1 and ∆ “ ∆
`Ťp´∆`q. The root
system can be encoded in the Dynkin diagram
✐ ... ✐ ② ✐ ... ✐,
where the grey node corresponds to the odd simple root.
For any root α P ∆, we denote by gα the corresponding root space. Let n˘
¯i “À
˘αP∆`
¯i
gα (i “ 0,1) and n˘ “ n˘
¯0 ‘n
˘
¯1 , then g“ n
´‘h‘n`. Note that n˘
¯1 “ g˘1.
3.1.2. The Lie superalgebra Cpmq. The structure of g “ Cpmq can be understood by
regarding it as a Lie subalgebra of slp2,2m´ 2q that preserves a non-degenerate su-
persymmetric bilinear form. To describe the root system of g, we let h be the Cartan
subalgebra of g contained in the distinguished Borel subalgebra. Then h˚ has a basis
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ε,δ1, . . . ,δm´1 and is equipped with the bilinear form p¨, ¨q : h˚ˆ h˚ ÞÑ C such that
pε,εq “ 1, pδk,δlq “ ´δkl and pε,δkq “ 0. The sets of positive even roots, positive odd
roots and simple roots are respectively given by
∆`
¯0 “ tδi´δ j, 2δ1, 2δ j|1 ď i ă j ď m´1u,
∆`
¯1 “ tε˘δ j|1 ď j ď m´1u,
Π “ tε´δ1,δ1´δ2,δm´2´δm´1,2δm´1u.
We denote ∆` “ ∆`
¯0
Ť
∆`
¯1 and ∆ “ ∆
`Ťp´∆`q. The Dynkin diagram of the root
system is given by
② ✐ ... ✐ ✐ă ✐.
We have g“ n´‘h‘n`, where n˘“ n˘
¯0 ‘n
˘
¯1 with n
˘
¯i “
À
˘αP∆`
¯i
gα (i“ 0,1). The
even subalgebra g
¯0 “ n
´
¯0 ‘h‘n
`
¯0 is Cz‘ sp2m´2, where Cz is the center of g¯0. From
the root system one immediately sees that g admits a Z-grading g “ g´1 ‘ g0 ‘ g`1
with g0 “ g¯0 and g˘1 “ n˘¯1 .
It is known that Cpmq – slp2,1q if m “ 2. Thus we may assume that m ě 3.
3.2. Highest weight modules. Let G be the affine superalgebra associated with Cpmq
or slpm,nq with m ‰ n. We retain notation of Section 2, and set G˘
¯0 “ n
˘
¯0 bL. Define
δ PH˚ by setting δ|h‘Cc “ 0 and δpdq “ 1. We write λď µ for λ,µ PH˚ if pµ´λq|h “ř
kiαi with ki non-negative integers and αi P Π.
Let V be an irreducible zero-level integrable module for G with finite dimensional
weight spaces. In this subsection we will show that V has to be a highest weight
module with respect to the triangular decomposition (2.1) of G. This will be done in
detail for pslpm,nq only as the proof for ˆCpmq is similar.
By the definition of integrable G-modules, V is integrable over the even subalgebra
G
¯0 of G. It follows from Chari’s work [1] that there is a non-zero weight vector v P V
such that G`
¯0 v “ 0. Denote by wtpvq the weight of v. Let X be the subspace of V
spanned by the vectors Em,m`1pkqEm,m`1p´kqv for all k ě 0, which is a subspace of
Vwtpvq`2pεm´δ1q, thus dimX ă8. Therefore, there exists a finite positive integer N such
that
X “ spantEm,m`1pkqEm,m`1p´kqv | 0 ă k ă Nu.
Thus for any r P Z we have
(3.1) Em,m`1prqEm,m`1p´rqv “
ÿ
0ăkăN
a
prq
k Em,m`1pkqEm,m`1p´kqv, a
prq
k P C.
Note that the elements Em,m`1pkq for all k P Z anti-commute among themselves and
satisfy Em,m`1pkq2 “ 0. Thus equation (3.2) in the lemma below immediately follows
from (3.1).
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Lemma 3.1. Let V be an irreducible zero-level integrable G-module, and let v PV be a
non-zero weight vector such that G`
¯0 v “ 0. Then the following relations hold for large
k:
(3.2) Em,m`1pn1qEm,m`1p´n1q ¨ ¨ ¨Em,m`1pnkqEm,m`1p´nkqv “ 0, @n1, . . . ,nk P Z;
(3.3) E1,m`npm1q ¨ ¨ ¨E1,m`npmkqv “ 0, @m1, . . . ,mk P Z.
Proof. Since (3.2) was proven already, we only need to consider (3.3). Assume that
(3.2) holds for some k. If k “ 1, by applying pE1mpsqEm`1,m`npsqq2 to (3.2), we have
E1,m`np2s`n1qE1,m`np2s´n1qv “ 0.
By setting p “ 2s`n1, q “ 2s´n1, we obtain
E1,m`nppqE1,m`npqqv “ 0 for all p,q with p ” q pmod 2q.
Since two of any three integers p,q,a must have the same parity, we have
E1,m`nppqE1,m`npqqE1,m`npaqv “ 0 for all p,q,a P Z,
by noting that the elements E1,m`nprq anti-commute for all r.
For k ą 1, applying pE1mpsqEm`1,m`npsqq2k to (3.2), we have
E1,m`1p2s`n1qE1,m`1p2s´n1q ¨ ¨ ¨E1,m`np2s`nkqE1,m`np2s´nkqv “ 0.
Set pi “ 2s` ni and qi “ 2s´ ni for i “ 1. . . . ,k. Then for all pi,qi P Z with pi ”
qi pmod 2q, we have
E1,m`npp1qE1,m`npq1q ¨ ¨ ¨E1,m`nppkqE1,m`npqkqv “ 0.
Therefore, for all pi,qi,ai P Z,
E1,m`npp1qE1,m`npq1qE1,m`npa1q ¨ ¨ ¨E1,m`nppkqE1,m`npqkqE1,m`npakqv “ 0.
This proves (3.3). 
By using the lemma, we can prove the following result.
Proposition 3.2. Let V be an irreducible zero-level integrable G-module with finite
dimensional weight spaces. Then there always exists a nonzero weight vector w P V
such that
G`
¯0 w“ 0,(3.4)
Em´i,m` jprqw“ 0, pi, jq ‰ p0,1q, r P Z,(3.5)
Em,m`1pn1q ¨ ¨ ¨Em,m`1pnkqw “ 0 for large k, for all ni P Z.(3.6)
Proof. Let v be the vector in Lemma 3.1 with l bing the minimal value of k such that
the equation (3.3) holds. Then there exist r1, . . . ,rl´1 P Z such that
v1,m`n :“ E1,m`npr1q ¨ ¨ ¨E1,m`nprl´1qv ‰ 0,
E1,m`nprqv1,m`n “ 0, @r P Z.
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Since for any Y P G`
¯0 , we have rY,E1,m`nprqs “ 0 for all r, and hence
G`
¯0 v1,m`n “ 0.
We observe that (3.2) still holds if we replace v by v1,m`n, namely, for large k and for
all n1, . . . ,nk P Z,
(3.7) Em,m`1pn1qEm,m`1p´n1q ¨ ¨ ¨Em,m`1pnkqEm,m`1p´nkqv1,m`n “ 0.
Applying pE1mpsqEm`1,m`n´1psqq2k, s P Z, to (3.7) and using the same arguments for
the proof of (3.3), we obtain
(3.8) E1,m`n´1pm1q ¨ ¨ ¨E1,m`n´1pmkqv1,m`n “ 0 for all m1, . . . ,mk P Z.
Let l1 be the minimal integer such that (3.8) holds. Then there exist r11, . . . ,r1l1´1 P Z
such that
v1,m`n´1 :“ E1,m`n´1pr11q ¨ ¨ ¨E1,m`n´1pr
1
l1´1qv1,m`n ‰ 0,
E1,m`n´1prqv1,m`n´1 “ 0, @r P Z.
Therefore, G`
¯0 v1,m`n´1 “ 0. Repeating the above arguments for a finite number of
times, we will find a weight vector w such that
(3.9) G`
¯0 w“ 0, Ei,m` jprqw “ 0, pi, jq ‰ pm,1q, r P Z.
Let µ be the weight of w. Observe that V , being irreducible, must be cyclically
generated by w over G. By using the PBW theorem for the universal enveloping algebra
of G and equation (3.9), we easily show that any weight of V which is bigger than µ
must be of the form
µ`apεm´δ1q`bδ, a P Zě0, b P Z.(3.10)
Now we prove (3.6). Suppose it is false, that is, for any positive integer p, there
always exist k ą p and n1, . . . ,nk P Z such that w˜ :“ Em,m`1pn1q ¨ ¨ ¨Em,m`1pnkqw ‰ 0.
Then ν :“ µ` kpεm´δ1q`
kř
i“1
niδ is the weight of w˜. But for large p, and hence large
k, we have pν, εm´1´ εmq ă 0. Thus ν`pεm´1´ εmq is a weight of V by considering
the action of the slp2q subalgebra generated by the root spaces gα and g´α where
α “ εm´1´ εm. However, the weight ν`pεm´1´ εmq is not of the form (3.10). This
proves (3.6) by contradiction. 
The following theorem is an easy consequence of Proposition 3.2.
Theorem 3.3. Let V be an irreducible zero-level integrable G-module with finite di-
mensional weight spaces. Then there exists a weight vector v P V such that G`v “ 0.
Furthermore, V is isomorphic to the irreducible quotient V pϕq of the induced module
defined by (2.3) for some ϕ.
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Proof. Assume that g“ slpm,nq. Consider the weight vector w of Proposition 3.2, and
let s be the minimal integer such that (3.6) holds. Then there exist r1, . . . ,rs´1 P Z such
that
v :“ Em,m`1pr1q ¨ ¨ ¨Em,m`1prs´1qw ‰ 0,
Em,m`1prqv “ 0, @r P Z.
It follows from (3.4) and (3.5) in Proposition 3.2 that G`v “ 0.
The existence of a highest weight vector can be proved similarly in the case of Cpmq.
We omit the details, but point out that the following property of Cpmq plays a crucial
role: if α and β are positive odd roots, then rgα,gβs “ t0u “ rg´α,g´βs. This property
is shared by slpm,nq.
The last statement of the theorem will be verified in the proof of Theorem 5.1. See
in particular remarks below equation (5.1). 
4. INTEGRABLE MODULES FOR ˆApm,nq AND ˆCpmq
We use g to denote Apm,nq with m ‰ n or Cpmq. Recall that g
¯0 is reductive but
not semi-simple. Let gss be the semi-simple part of g¯0 and Cz be the one dimensional
center of g
¯0. Then g¯0 “ gss ‘Cz. Let gss “ gs´s ‘ hss ‘ gs`s be the standard triangular
decomposition. Set
Lpgssq “ gssbL, T ss0 “ hssbL‘Cc, T
ss “ T ss0 ‘Cd.
Fix a K-tuple of integral dominant gss-weights λ “ pλ1, . . . ,λKq, and take any a “
pa1, . . . ,aKq PC
K with distinct nonzero entries. Let ϕ˜ : UpT ss0 qÑ L and ψ : UpT ss0 qÑC
be algebra homomorphisms respectively defined by
ϕ˜ : hb ts Ñ p
ÿ
asjλ jphqqts, c Ñ 0, h P hss,
ψ : hb ts Ñ
ÿ
asjλ jphq, c Ñ 0, h P hss,
(4.1)
where ϕ˜ is Z-graded. Then impϕ˜q – Lr for some nonnegative integer r, and Lr is an
irreducible UpT ss0 q-module. By letting d act on impϕ˜q by dt ir “ pir` bqt ir (i P Z) for
any fixed b P C, we make impϕ˜q into an irreducible T ss-module, which we denote by
Lϕ, where ϕ “ pϕ˜,bq.
Extend Lϕ to a module over Bss :“ T ss ‘ gs`s b L with gs`s b L acting trivially, and
construct the following induced module for Lpgssq‘Cc‘Cd:
M0pϕq “ UpLpgssq‘Cc‘CdqbUpBssq Lϕ.
This has a unique irreducible quotient, which we denote by V 0pϕq. Then V 0pϕq is an
irreducible loop module by Theorem 2.7.
Let UpT ss0 q act on the one dimensional vector space Cψ “ C by ψ. We extend Cψ
to a module over B1ss :“ T ss0 ‘ gs`s b L with gs`s bL acting trivially, and construct the
induced module
M0pψq “ UpLpgssq‘CcqbUpB1ssqCψ
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for Lpgssq‘Cc. This module has a unique simple quotient, which we denote by V 0pψq.
We note in particular that V 0pψq is integrable with finite dimensional weight spaces.
Let I1 be the ideal of L generated by P1ptq“
Kś
j“1
pt´a jq. Then it follows from Remark
2.5 that pgssb I1qV 0pψq “ 0.
Given any positive integers b j (1 ď j ď K), we let Pptq “
Kś
j“1
pt´ a jqb j and set θ “řK
i“1 bi. Denote by I the ideal generated by Pptq, which clearly is contained in I1. We
write Pptq “
řθ
i“0 cit
i
, where the ci are complex numbers determined by a j and b j. Let
τ be any element of the set
TI :“ tτ P pzbLq˚ | τpzb Iq “ 0u.(4.2)
Set τs “ τpzb tsq for all s P Z, and we shall also denote τ by the sequence pτiqiPZ.
We have
řθ
i“0 ciτi`m “ 0 for all m P Z. Conversely, we may regard this as a linear
difference equation of order θ for pτiqiPZ. It uniquely determines the sequence, and
hence an element τ P TI , by fixing, e.g., τ0,τ1, . . . ,τθ´1, to any complex numbers.
One can extend ψ to an algebra homomorphism UpT0qÑC by letting ψpzb tsq “ τs
for all s P Z. Define the action of zbL on V 0pψq by
pzb tsqu “ τsu, s P Z, u PV 0pψq.
Since rzbL,Lpgssq‘Ccs “ 0, this makes V 0pψq into a simple module for g¯0bL‘Cc.
It follows from (4.2) that pzb IqV 0pψq “ 0. Extend V 0pψq to a simple module for the
parabolic subalgebra pˆ :“ g
¯0bL‘Cc‘n
`
¯1 bL by letting n
`
¯1 bL act on V
0pψq trivially,
and denote the resulting module by V 0pψ,τq. Now construct the induced module for
G1 “ Lpgq‘Cc:
Mpψ,τq “ UpG1qbUppˆqV 0pψ,τq.
Standard arguments show that Mpψ,τq has a unique quotient V pψ,τq, which is irre-
ducible over G1.
Proposition 4.1. We have pgb IqV pψ,τq “ 0. This in particular implies that V pψ,τq
has finite dimensional weight spaces.
Proof. For any positive odd root α, we denote by xα and yα the root vectors of g
corresponding to α and ´α respectively. Then for all positive odd roots α,β, we have
rxαb I,yβb Is Ă g¯0b I. Since pg¯0b IqV 0pψ,τq “ 0, it follows that pyβb IqV 0pψ,τq “ 0
for all odd positive roots β. Note that V pψ,τq is spanned by
tyα1pn1q ¨ ¨ ¨yαkpnkqu |αi are odd roots, ni P Z, u PV
0pψ,τq, k ě 0u.
The Lie superalgebra g is type I, thus rn´
¯1 ,n
´
¯1 s “ 0, and it immediately follows that
pn´
¯1 b IqV pψ,τq “ 0.
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Now pg
¯0bIq¨pyα1pn1quq“ t0u and pn
`
¯1 bIq¨pyα1pn1quq“ 0 for any positive odd root
α1. By using induction on k, it is not difficult to show that pg¯0bIq¨pyα1pn1q ¨ ¨ ¨yαkpnkquq“
0 and pn`
¯1 b Iq ¨ pyα1pn1q ¨ ¨ ¨yαkpnkquq “ 0 for all positive odd roots α1, . . . ,αk. Hence
pg
¯0b IqVpψ,τq “ pn`¯1 b IqVpψ,τq “ 0. This proves that pgb IqVpψ,τq “ 0.
Since I is co-finite, Upn´
¯1 bL{Iq “ ^pn
´
¯1 bL{Iq is finite dimensional. This immedi-
ately leads to the second statement. 
Remark 4.2. Since V 0pψ,τq is an integrable module for Lpgssq‘Cc, the induced mod-
ule Mpψ,τq is integrable with respect to G1, and so is also V pψ,τq.
Proposition 4.3. The G1-modules V pψ,τq and V pψ1,τ1q are isomorphic if and only
if τ “ τ1, and there exists a permutation σ of t1,2, . . . ,Ku such that λ1 “ σpλq and
a1 “ σpaq.
Proof. The given conditions are necessary and sufficient in order for one to have an
isomorphism V 0pψ,τq –V 0pψ1,τ1q of simple p-modules. Since V 0pψ,τq and V 0pψ1,τ1q
respectively determine V 0pψ,τq and V 0pψ1,τ1q uniquely, the proposition follows. 
Lemma 4.4. The V pψ,τq is an evaluation Lpgq-module if and only if ψpzb I1q “ 0.
Proof. If ψpzb I1q “ 0, then gb I1 acts on V pψ,τq by zero. It follows from equation
(2.5) and Remark 2.5 that V pψ,τq is an evaluation module. Given any simple evalu-
ation module V pλ,aq (we may and will assume that the entries of λ are all nonzero),
we have ψpzpmqq “
řK
i“1 a
m
i λipzq for all m P Z by (2.5). Simplicity of V pλ,aq requires
that the entries of a “ pa1, . . . ,aKq are all distinct. It is clear that ψpzb I1q “ 0 for
I1 “
śK
i“1pt´aiq. 
We turn V pψ,τqbL into a G-module using (2.4). Then by Theorem 2.2 we have the
following G-module isomorphism
V pψ,τqbL–‘r´1i“0 UpGqwpiq,
where w is a highest weight vector of V pψ,τq and wpiq “ wb t i with i P Z. Note that
UpGqwpiq are irreducible G-submodules.
Definition 4.5. We denote by ˆV pϕ,τq the irreducible G-module UpGqwp0q.
Here ˆV pϕ,τq is a highest weight module, where wp0q is a highest weight vector. We
have
cwp0q “ 0, dwp0q “ bwp0q,
pzb tsqwp0q “ τswpsq,
phb tsqwp0q “
ÿ
asjλ jphqwpsq, h P hss
(4.3)
for all s P Z, where the τs satisfy (4.2). This induces a graded algebra homomorphism
UpT0q{UpT0qcÝÑ L since c acts by zero. The image of this map is Lr for some integer
r ě 0 by [1, §4]. When r ą 1, we necessarily have τs “ 0 unless r|s.
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Lemma 4.6. Under the given conditions on λ, a and τ, the irreducible G-module
ˆV pϕ,τq is integrable with finite dimensional weight spaces.
Proof. From equation (2.4) one can see that ˆV pϕ,τq is integrable over G if and only if
V pψ,τq is integrable over G1. Similarly, ˆV pϕ,τq has finite dimensional weight spaces
(with respect to h‘Cc‘Cd) if and only if V pψ,τq has finite dimensional weight
spaces (with respect to h‘Ccq. It therefore immediately follows from Remark 4.2
that ˆV pϕ,τq is integrable. By Proposition 4.1, V pψ,τq has finite dimensional weight
spaces, thus ˆV pϕ,τq also has finite dimensional weight spaces. 
Proposition 4.7. The modules ˆV pϕ,τq and ˆV pϕ1,τ1q are isomorphic if and only if all of
the following conditions are satisfied:
(a) b1 ” b pmodrq when Lϕ “ Lr,
(b) for r ą 0, there exists κ P Czt0u and a permutation σ of t1,2, . . . ,Ku such that
λ1 “ σpλq, a1 “ κσpaq, pτ1iqiPZ “ pκiτiqiPZ.
Remark 4.8. If τ P TI for the ideal I “ pPptqq of L generated by Pptq “
śK
j“1pt´a jq
b j
,
then τ1 P TJ , where J “ pQptqq with Qptq “
śK
j“1pt´κa jqb j .
Proof of Proposition 4.7. The r “ 0 case is clear, thus we only need to consider the
case r ą 0.
The given conditions imply that the irreducible representation of G on ˆV pϕ1,τ1q is
the composition of the representation on ˆV pϕ,τq and the algebra automorphism of L
given by t ÞÑ κt. Thus the representations are isomorphic.
To prove the converse, we note that the necessity of condition (a) is clear. The ac-
tions of UpT0q on the spaces of highest weight vectors of ˆV pϕ,τq and ˆV pϕ1,τ1q respec-
tively induce surjective graded algebra homomorphisms ϕ,ϕ1 : UpT0q ÝÑ Lr for some
r. As we mentioned before, this in particular implies that ϕphpmqq “ ϕ1phpmqq “ 0 for
all hpmq P Lphq if r ffl m. Let ϕ¯ : UpT0q{Kerpϕq ÝÑ Lr and ϕ¯1 : UpT0q{Kerpϕ1q ÝÑ Lr
be the corresponding canonical isomorphisms. Let x¯ “ ϕ¯´1ptrq, then ϕ¯´1ptrmq “ x¯m
for all m P Z. If x is a representative of x¯ in UpT0q, we have ϕ1pxq “ ρtr for some
ρ P Czt0u. Furthermore, given any hprmq P Lphq, we have some ηphprmqq P C such
that hprmq ” ηphprmqqxm mod Kerpϕq for all m. Thus
ϕphprmqq “ ηphprmqqtmr, ϕ1phprmqq “ ρmηphprmqqtmr.
These relations lead to the conditions (b) with ρ “ κr. 
5. CLASSIFICATION THEOREM
In this section, we classify the irreducible zero-level integrable modules with finite
dimensional weight spaces for the untwisted affine superalgebras ˆApm,nq (m ‰ n) and
ˆCpmq. The following theorem is the main result.
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Theorem 5.1. Let G be either ˆApm,nq (m ‰ n) or ˆCpmq. Any irreducible zero-level
integrable G-module with finite dimensional weight spaces is isomorphic to ˆV pϕ,τq
(see Definition 4.5) for some ϕ and τ.
Proof. Let V be an irreducible zero-level integrable G-module with finite dimensional
weight spaces. By Theorem 3.3, there exists a highest weight vector v with weight
λ P H˚, that is, G`v “ 0 and hv “ λphqv for all h PH.
Claim 1. Let M “ UpT0qv. Then M is an irreducible T0-module.
Let w1,w2 P M be two weight vectors. Then by the irreducibility of V , there ex-
ists g P G such that gw1 “ w2. Write g “
ř
i g
´
i hig
`
i , where g
´
i P UpG´q, hi P UpT0q,
g`i P UpG`q. Note that G`wi “ 0. Hence w2 “
ř
i g
´
i hiw1, which forces all g
´
i to be
scalars by weight considerations. Hence w1 “ hw2 for some h PUpT0q, that is, M is an
irreducible T0-module. Observe that M is also an irreducible T -module.
Since c acts as zero on M it follows that there exists a maximal graded ideal N
of S “ UpT0q{UpT0qc such that M – S{N as T0-modules. It is known from [1] that
M – S{N – Lr for some integer r ě 0. Let ϕ˜ be the natural map defined by the
following composition
(5.1) ϕ˜ : UpT0q actionÝÝÝÝÑM –S{N – Lr Ă L.
Clearly, ϕ˜ is Z-graded, ϕ˜pcq “ 0 and ϕ˜|h P h˚. Moreover V is isomorphic to ˆV pϕq,
the irreducible quotient of the induced module defined by (2.3) with ϕ “ pϕ˜,λpdqq. If
r “ 0, the module is trivial. Thus we shall assume r ą 0 hereafter.
As in Section 2, we construct a simple module V pψq for G1 “ Lpgq‘Cc from V –
ˆV pϕq by setting ψ “ S ˝ ϕ˜. Since V has finite dimensional weight spaces, it follows
from Theorem 2.2 that V pψq has finite dimensional weight spaces and there exists a
co-finite ideal I of L such that
(5.2) pgb IqVpψq “ 0.
This ideal can be determined as follows (for more detail see [10, Lemma 3.7]). Let
w be a highest weight vector of V pψq and let µ be its weight. For each simple root
α P Π, we let yα be a root vector for the root ´α. Consider tyαpsqw|s P Zu, which is
contained in the same weight space V pψqµ´α. Since dimV pψqµ´α ă8, there exists a
non-zero polynomial Pαptq such that pyαbPαptqqw“ 0. Set Pptq “
ś
αPΠ Pαptq. Then
I is the ideal generated by Pptq.
To avoid confusion, we change the notation of V pψq to Vev. Recall that gss is the
semi-simple part of g
¯0. Regard Vev as a module for Lpgssq ‘Cc, and set V 0pψq “
UpLpgssq‘Ccqw.
Claim 2. V 0pψq is an irreducible module for Lpgssq‘Cc.
Recall the standard triangular decomposition gss “ gs´s ‘ hss ‘ gs`s for gss. Since
pgs`sbLqw“ 0 and rgs`sbL,T s Ă gs`sbL, we have V 0pψq “Upgs´sbLqw. Let u PV 0pψq
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be a weight vector. So we can write u “
ř
i gihiw for some gi P Upgs´s b Lq and hi P
Uphss b Lq. Since Vev is an irreducible G1-module, there exists x P UpG`q such that
xp
ř
i gihiwq “ w. Weight considerations require x PUpgs`sbLq. This proves that V 0pψq
is an irreducible module for Lpgssq‘Cc.
Since V pψq has finite dimensional h-weight spaces, so does also V 0pψq. As z is in
the center of g
¯0 `Cc, and acts on w by the multiplication by the scalar ψpzq, it acts
on the entire V 0pψq by the multiplication by ψpzq. It follows that V 0pψq has finite
dimensional hss-weight spaces. Therefore, there exists a co-finite ideal J of L such that
pgssb JqV 0pψq “ 0, where J is generated by Qptq :“
ś
αP∆`
¯0 XΠ
Pαptq.
By remark 2.4 we can assume that Qptq has non-zero roots. The module V 0pψq is
trivial when Qptq is a constant. Thus we will further assume that Qptq is not a constant.
Then up to a scalar multiple, Qptq has the unique factorisation Qptq “
Sś
i“1
pt ´ aiqsi ,
where ai are distinct non-zero complex numbers, si and S are positive integers. Let
Q1ptq “
Sś
i“1
pt ´ aiq and let J1 be the ideal generated by Q1ptq. Similar arguments as
those in [12, Proposition 5.2] show that pgssb J1qV 0pψq “ 0.
Therefore V 0pψq is a gssbL{J1-module. Because of the particular form of the gen-
erator Q1ptq of J1, we have gss b L{J1 – gss‘¨¨ ¨‘gssloooooomoooooon
S
by Remark 2.5 . Since V 0pψq
is an irreducible integrable module, it is finite dimensional. Clearly any finite dimen-
sional irreducible module for gss‘¨¨ ¨‘gssloooooomoooooon
S
is isomorphic to V pλ1qb ¨ ¨ ¨ bV pλSq for
some λi P hs˚s, which are integral dominant with respect to gss. Here V pλiq denotes
an irreducible gss-module with highest weight λi. Therefore, V 0pψq is isomorphic to
V pλ1qb ¨ ¨ ¨bV pλSq as an irreducible module for Lpgssq‘Cc via the map (2.5).
Again by Remark 2.4 we can assume that Pptq has non-zero roots. We can also
assume that Pptq is not a constant. Since Pptq has Qptq as a factor, it factorises into
Pptq “
Sź
i“1
pt´aiq
bi
Kź
j“S`1
pt´a jqb j
for some K ě S. Here all the ai are distinct nonzero complex numbers, and bi ě si if
1 ď i ď S.
Let I be the ideal of L generated by Pptq. Set P1ptq “
Kś
i“1
pt ´ aiq, and let I1 be the
ideal of L generated by P1ptq. Clearly, I1 Ă J1. For S`1ď jď K, let V pλ jq “V p0q “C
be the one-dimensional gss-module. We have
V 0pψq –V pλ1qb ¨ ¨ ¨bV pλKq
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with the action given by equation (2.5). This is also an isomorphism of gss b L{I1-
modules.
Let τ P pzbLq˚ be defined by τpxq “ ψpxq for all x P zbL. Then τ P TI (see (4.2)).
Note that τpzb tsq “ψpzb tsq “ 0 if r ffl s since ϕpzb tsq “ 0 if r ffl s. Now zb ts acts on
the highest weight vector w by pzb tsqw “ τpzb tsqw. Since rzbL,Lpgssq‘Ccs “ 0,
for all u PV 0pψq,
pzb tsqu “ τpzb tsqu, s P Z.
This makes V 0pψq into an irreducible g
¯0bL‘Cc-module.
As pn`
¯1 bLqw“ 0 and rn
`
¯1 bL,Lpgssq‘Ccs Ă n
`
¯1 bL, we have pn
`
¯1 bLqV
0pψq “ 0.
Regard V 0pψq as a module for pb L{I ‘Cc where p :“ g
¯0 ‘ n
`
¯1 , and denote it by
V 0pψ,τq. Construct the induced module
Mpψ,τq “ UpgbL{I‘CcqbUppbL{I‘CcqV 0pψ,τq.
Then the unique irreducible quotient module V pψ,τq of Mpψ,τq is isomorphic to Vev.
It then follows from part (1) of Theorem 2.2 that V – ˆV pϕ,τq for some ϕ and τ as in
Definition 4.5. 
Remark 5.2. From Lemma 4.4 we see that not all ˆV pϕ,τq are loop modules, but the
lemma provides the necessary and sufficient conditions for ˆV pϕ,τq to be one.
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 2.7 together classify the irreducible zero-level integrable
modules with finite dimensional weight spaces for ˆApm,nq (m‰ n) and ˆCpmq . In view
of results of [12] and [3, 6] discussed in Section 1, this completes the classification
of the irreducible integrable modules with finite dimensional weight spaces for all the
untwisted affine superalgebras. An interesting fact in the case of ˆApm,nq (m ‰ n) and
ˆCpmq is that such modules are are not necessarily loop modules.
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